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SUMMARY
Emotion regulation refers to the shaping of one’s emotions when they arise, and how it influences one's
experience or expression of these emotions (Gross, 1998). This Ph.D. research project focuses on
validating the effectiveness of induced bottom-up experiential emotion regulation in comparison to topdown cognitive emotion regulation using behavioral (sleep), physiological, and neuroimaging (fMRI)
measurements. The Ph.D. includes four inter-correlated studies. The first sleep study (Chapter II)
addressed the effects of experiential emotion regulation versus cognitive reappraisal on the emotional
experience and follow-up sleep physiology after stress. The physiological study (Chapter III) investigated
the impact of single versus repeated instances of experiential emotion regulation and cognitive
reappraisal on subjective emotional experience and objective physiological response. The third fMRI
study (Chapter IV) examined the differential neural networks underlying experiential ER and cognitive
defusion. The fourth fMRI study (Chapter V) further examined the behavioral and neurophysiological
mechanisms underlying the impact of single versus repeated instances of experiential and cognitive
emotion regulation. Altogether, these four empirical studies strived to elucidate the working
mechanisms underpinning experiential emotion regulation, as a complementary emotion regulation
strategy to cognitive emotion regulation. Based on the research findings, we observed that experiential
emotion regulation does not act immediately but may require repeated processing of emotions to yield
in-depth effects and become progressively effective. With regards to repeated processing, experiential
emotion regulation resulted in 1) a steeper relative decrease of negative emotional experience; 2) an
enhanced activation of the anterior insular cortex – a central area in affective and interoceptive
awareness. Experiential emotion regulation also appeared to slow down respiratory activity, indicating a
dampening effect on the autonomic system. In comparison, cognitive reappraisal became more
immediately effective with no further recovery by repeated processing. Cognitive reappraisal enhanced
positive facial expressivity and activations in the brain area involved in cognitive control. Moreover,
cognitive emotion regulation, such as cognitive defusion, enhanced subjective negative emotion
experience while decreasing the activation of subcortical areas such as the amygdala.
In summary, this Ph.D. dissertation revealed common and distinct behavioral and neurophysiological
mechanisms in experiential and cognitive emotion regulation. Furthermore, this research reflects a first,
in-depth, experimental validation of a crucial approach within experiential psychotherapy
operationalized by 'experiential emotion regulation’, providing new and innovative insights towards our
understanding of the processes of emotion regulation in experiential, emotion focused, and clientcentered psychotherapeutic approaches.
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